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INTRODUCING THE NEW 1620/1620 SSG CURTAIN WALL SYSTEM
Featuring a slim, sleek 2" sightline, this new curtain wall is the epitome of
less is more. Built on the strength and reliability of the flagship 1600 curtain
wall platform, the 1620/1620 SSG Curtain Wall System is an excellent choice
for low- to mid-rise applications. A dynamic blend of beauty and functionality
lets you see less so you can see more.

© 2014 Kawneer Company, Inc.

Architectural Aluminum Systems
Entrances + Framing
Curtain Walls
Windows
kawneer.com
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PUSH THE ENVELOPE.

Pilkington Profilit™ from Technical Glass Products lets your imagination take shape. This interlocking channel glass
system comes in a variety of unique colors, textures and finishes. Pilkington Profilit lets in natural light without the loss of
privacy. It can be backlit for dramatic effect and insulated with Lumira® aerogel for energy efficiency.

Take a closer look by exploring our interactive Texture Module at tgpamerica.com/texture.
tgpamerica.com | 800.426.0279

© 2014 Technical Glass Products. Pilkington Profilit is a trademark of Pilkington plc. Lumira is a registered
trademark of Cabot Corporation. Technical Glass Products, One Source. Many Solutions., and TGP America
are registered trademarks of Technical Glass Products. Photo courtesy of NBBJ.
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Introducing Keralite Select from Vetrotech. Our advanced composition, combined with patent-pending
surface polishing technology, creates a float-like surface quality for the sharpest, most accurate color viewing
glass in its class. Keralite Select stands out from other fire-rated glass ceramics with a 97.1 color rendering index,
high VLT, and the lowest haze value available. See for yourself. Request a free sample by calling us
at 1-888-803-9533 or visit www.vetrotechUSA.com/keralite-select.aspx
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G l a s s Te c h

Before and After
A Close Look at the Recyclability of Glass
by Erin Roberts
Editor’s note: the following column is adapted from the
Glass Association of North America’s (GANA) Glass
Informational Bulletin (GIB) titled, “Recyclability of
Architectural Glass Products.” It was developed by the
GANA Decorative Division and approved by the membership and the GANA board of directors. Consult the
Tech Center section of the GANA website (www.glasswebsite.com) for additional Glass Informational
Bulletins and flat glass industry reference resources.

t

he interest in recycling architectural glass products is growing; however, information on companies
offering recycling services is fragmented and difficult to find.
Architectural glass is being recycled throughout
North America. Due to the weight of glass, the proximity between the glass fabricator, the recycler and
end user is important. The supply chain begins with
the glass fabricator shipping its cullet or other glass
fragments to a recycling company, which will grind
the glass into smaller pieces. This crushed glass generally is placed in 50 pound bags and sold to the
end user or manufacturer of derivative product.

Glass Recyclability
A wide variety of architectural glass products can
be recycled. Annealed, tempered and low-E glass
can be recycled with few restrictions, with the exception of the need to separate contaminants.
Laminated, mirror, back-painted, ceramic frit and
insulating glass units, however, are not accepted by
all recycling locations. Glass fabrication facilities
should establish a working relationship with the
nearest glass recycling or processing company prior
to shipment to ensure the product is accepted. This
will also provide significant transportation savings.
Recyclers also typically accept glass from other industries, such as lighting and automotive, and from
replacement glazing and refurbishing of existing
buildings. Glass received by recyclers may be sorted
by color and substrate to ensure the sender receives
the highest level of compensation.
Contamination with other elements is a major
concern. Aluminum or any other non-glass components will be separated to ensure a quality
crushed product. Some recyclers have the ability
4
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to handle glass and metal components, but mixed
loads should be coordinated with the recycler.

Products Originating from Recycled Glass
Some products made with recycled glass can
contribute to LEED® credits. The contribution
must be evaluated individually.
• Fiberglass: High levels of recycled glass can be
found in insulating fiberglass products. In certain cases, recycled glass constitutes 73 percent
of product material. Energy savings is a primary
benefit of using recycled glass as it reduces the
costs associated with manufacturing. According
to Owens Corning, a fiberglass manufacturer,
the company uses more than 1 billion pounds
of crushed glass annually.
• Glass Containers: The glass container industry
uses recycled glass in its manufacturing process.
Companies such as Owens-Illinois Inc. (O-I),
can use up to 25 percent of post-consumer
glass in its North American plants. The postconsumer glass typically comes from local recyclers. The use of recycled glass in the manufacturing of glass containers also contributes to
energy savings. According to O-I, the use of 10
percent recycled glass content contributes to 3percent energy savings in its finished products.
• Roadways: Crushed glass has recently been
used as a material for roads and highways. In
2005, the city of Sherbrooke in Quebec used
nearly 950 tons of crushed glass as the foundation of a road bed. Similarly, Idaho began
using crushed glass in the state’s road beds
beginning in 2008. Approximately 1 percent of
recycled glass is used in Idaho’s road projects,
saving the state about $2 per cubic yard over
regular road base. Significant savings also come
to the recycler from not having to carry the
recycled glass out of the state [Idaho], which
was estimated at about $28 per ton. Spokane,
Wash., also experienced similar savings by
incorporating recycled domestic glass into roadway construction projects.
• Highway Paint: Clear, low–iron, and a small percentage of tinted glass are used in the production
of highway paint to create a reflective surface.
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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The glass is not mixed into the paint but sprayed
on top of it. The average amount of crushed
glass needed for one mile of a continuous strip
of paint is more than 102 pounds. Potters
Industries, for example, delivers 23 million
pounds of recycled glass for the highway paint
industry in Eastern Canada.
• Terrazzo Flooring: Some Terrazzo flooring is
produced using 100-percent recycled glass as one
of its primary materials. Terrazzo countertop and
flooring manufacturers often mix crushed mirror with their glass aggregate for these applications. A floor using crushed glass as a primary
material may qualify for LEED® points.
• Recycled PVB Interlayers: Laminated glass is
used frequently in architectural applications that
require lamination as a measure of security by
code or simply for aesthetic reasons. It is now
possible to recycle not only laminated glass but
also the PVB interlayer. Shark Solutions has
developed a process to separate the glass and the
interlayer, allowing both materials to be recycled.
PVB is first separated from the glass. Then, similar to the process of recycling glass, PVB is
reduced into different sizes or forms, such as
fleck, pallet, liquid or new film. The main consumer of recycled PVB is the carpet industry,
which uses recycled PVB in the carpet backing.

Other Usage and Applications
Recycled glass products can be used as abrasive
material to strip paint as well as in the aeronautic
industry for metal finishing. International companies such as Pratt & Withney and Bombardier are
using specific kinds of recycled glass to polish metal.
In addition, some companies use recycled glass as
decorative glass nuggets for use in landscaping.
As technology continues to evolve, more types of
glass products will become recyclable and new
industries will be able to use recycled glass in their
manufacturing processes. Technologies and the
demand for products are changing rapidly. AGG
Erin Roberts is the director of marketing and
communications for the Glass Association of North
America in Topeka, Kan.
July/August 2014
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Painted Glass
Unlimited Colors
Marker Boards Available
Stock Sheets or Fabricated

Summit Glass Coatings
1600 W. Evans Ave., Unit A
Englewood, CO 80110
P:(303)781-2161
www.summitglasscoatings.com
sales@summitglasscoatings.com

April 23, 2015

Hyatt Regency Long Island Hotel
Long Island (Hauppauge), New York

Sponsored by the Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal magazine.
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Projects

w
Photo: prpm Architekten + Stadtplaner

ho doesn’t love a dip in a pool on a warm,
sunny day? But when it’s a dreary, rainy day,
summer activities are sometimes limited. A
recently completed pool house located in
Ismaning, Germany, provides a lot to offer—
even if the sun is not shining. Designed by
prpm Architekten+Stadtplaner GmbH, based
in Munich, Germany, the indoor swimming
pool features a unique ambience made possible by the free form of its swung glass façade,
which incorporates glass from Okalux GmbH,
interplaying between transparent, translucent
and opaque elements.
The new indoor pool is located on a parklike property in the center of the community,
near the school building and the community
center. It was the location that prompted prpm
architects to develop a free form building structure, which is a variation of concave and convex shell areas. The design allows the surrounding space to flow around the free form, meshing the building within the green area. The
design intent was to allow the volume of the
pool to seemingly dissolve when perceived from
the outside.
The swung glass façade corresponds perfectively to its location in the park, giving the pool
the openness and lightness of a large pavilion.
This effect is intensified in the interior through
the column-free, wide-span construction.
Within the swimming hall, skylights in the roof
were installed to ensure generous incidental
daylight is carried down to the depths of all the
rooms. The gallery on the first floor offers
views of the swimming basins in the hall, as
well as access to the sun terrace.
The surrounding glass façade of the indoor

pool stands as a self-supporting steel structure.
In addition to the swung form of the architecture, the many glass elements incorporated
into the project help create a distinctive
appearance. The glazing was used to provide
various light translucencies, as well as a playful
arrangement in the façade ensemble. The pool
house features a composition of transparent,
translucent and opaque elements. These
design elements give the surrounding building
shell transparency and openness where
desired, while at the same time also protecting
other areas from views from the outside. For
these sections, white screenprinting was used
to provide opacity. This, according to Okalux,
helps add strong accents to the rhythmical
façade ensemble while serving as opaque coverings of the construction elements behind it.
The project also features the company’s
light diffusing insulating glass called Okalux
K. According to the company, capillary glass
helps to not only provide an optimal distribution of light, but also create a unique interior
atmosphere. The tubes help diffuse the incidental daylight evenly and glare-free deep into
the interiors, creating optimal light conditions
in the building. Even sensitive areas such as
the interior sauna receive an abundance of
light. In this instance, the capillary slab is
inserted in the cavity of the Okalux functional
glass, helping to ensure maximum privacy.
With this unique pool house project, the
interaction of the building form and the
façade design help create a harmonious setting
that allows the new construction to blend easily into the surroundings in perfect congruence
with the proportions of the landscape. AGG

The pool house features a composition of transparent, translucent and opaque elements.
6
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Photo: Florian Geserer, Foto Sexauer

Photo: Klaus Leidorf

The pool is located on a park-like property in
the center of the Ismaning community.

Photo: Florian Geserer, Foto Sexauer

The surrounding glass façade of the indoor pool stands as a self-supporting steel structure.

Skylights ensure all of the rooms absorb generous amounts of daylight.

July/August 2014
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N e w P ro d u c t Fo c u s

glass

In the Gray Area

PPG’s new ultra-neutral
Optigray glass is designed to
maximize light transmittance
and clarity while working
with the company’s Solarban
coated, solar control, low-E
glasses to enhance solar control performance.
According to the company,
Optigray is formulated to
offer a light-gray tint that
eliminates the green naturally
present in conventional clear glass formulations.
Optigray joins Solarban z-series glass, which
offers a cool-gray hue with a slight blue tint, in
PPG’s collection of neutral-coated glasses.
→ www.ppg.com

coatings

Coat the Extrusions

Valspar Corp.’s new
Acropon 2605 extrusion coating system is a two-coat, sprayapplied system of organic and
inorganic polymers used for
extruded aluminum products,
such as storefronts, entrances,
windows, handrails, column
covers and panel systems.
According to Valspar, the
new coating system’s high gloss
color palette and performance
qualities are formulated for
both exterior and interior
applications on luxury condominiums and other high-end,
high-rise residences, as well as
low- to mid-rise commercial
buildings, including airports,
schools, hospitals, retail centers, offices and other facilities
with high-traffic areas.
The composition allows for
precise color control, consistency and retention, according
to the company. A wide palette
8
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is available, including color-intense hues, mica
and metallic. Gloss levels range from 30 to 70
and higher.
→ www.valsparcoilextrusion.com

windows

Stay Safe

The P541 aluminum architecturalrated psychiatric window is the latest addition to Peerless
Products’ line of architectural doors and
windows.
The P541 fixed window with interior operating panel combines
energy-saving features
with added safety features that are ideal for
facilities where the
occupant’s safety and
welfare is a primary concern. The innovative
multi-chambered 4 1/4-inch frame product design
utilizes the company’s exclusive technology that
reduces energy use through a lower heat flow system and reduced air leakage to create an energyefficient unit.

software and web tools

Less Time, More Design

Time is of the essence, and Pulp Studio has
taken notice. The company’s new color-picking tool,
Colorlinq, helps designers and architects quickly
match their intended color choices through a
mobile device.
Designers can give Pulp Studio a color chip or
reference number, and Colorlinq searches Pulp
Studio’s extensive database of past custom formulas
to find the exact or closest match. The designer can
then immediately view the color on a mobile device
and order a sample.
According to Pulp Studio, designers are saved
time because they are able to review options of
existing custom colors rather than starting from
scratch for every new selection.
→ www.pulpstudio.com
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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An advanced thermal break system and spacer
system enhance the unit’s whole window total
performance and energy efficiency. The series
also features a concealed multi-point locking system and a concealed four-bar hinge system for
added safety.
→ www.peerlessproducts.com

Bringing the Outside In

doors

Don’t Let This One Slide By

Kawneer’s new InFrame interior framing system brings the company’s expertise inside, allowing it to offer a single source for both interior
and exterior framing solutions.
Available as screw-spline construction and a center aligned glass pane, the framing system meets
the design needs of a range of building applications and project requirements–both new and
retrofit construction.
Wrap-around perimeter profiles deliver clean
lines and eliminate the
need to complete drywall terminations.
Installation times are
minimized with a fullperimeter bulb gasket
designed to capture drywall and accommodate
variations in drywall
thickness.
Additionally, the
InFrame interior framing system transitions seamlessly from fixed
framing to operable doors, providing enhanced
design flexibility.
→ www.kawneer.com
July/August 2014

LaCantina Doors has created a new, multislide and full-range of swing doors.
Custom-engineered rolling hardware and
AAMA-certified wheels provide a uniform, symmetrical, low-profile bottom rail, according to the
company. The multi-slide doors also feature the
company’s narrow stile and rail profiles, the same
used in its folding doors and new swing doors.
The multi-slide offers weather-resistant and
flush sill options, a minimal one piece handle
and lock with an exterior key, an advanced seal
system and is backed by the company’s 10-year
warranty.
→ www.lacantinadoors.com

skylights

A Major Addition

Major Industries recently added on to its
LightBasic line of translucent panel daylighting
systems with the LightBasic quick-ship, selfflashing, single-slope skylights.
The translucent skylights are pre-engineered,
ship fully assembled and are available in standard sizes from 4- by 4-feet up to 5- by 20-feet.
They feature a self-flashing design that, according to the company, makes them easy to install
and utilize a 100-percent acrylic-based
AcrylitGC face sheet. LightBasic quick ship
comes standard with a clear anodized finish and
two sheet color options, as well as two insulation options.
→ www.majorskylights.com AGG
www.glassguides.com
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Structural Movement
As Architectural Designs Evolve, Structural Glazing Follows

by Ellen Rogers

g

lass is getting thinner, bigger and clearer. It
twists, it curves, it morphs into unique geometric
shapes. Without question, architectural facades
are very different today than they were 30, 20
even 10 years ago. As technology has evolved,
architectural designs have become increasingly
cutting edge. But reality check: those thin, big,
curvy walls aren’t for every project—nor does
every project have the budget necessary to use
them. Structural glazing, however, still provides
plenty of opportunities to design and construct a
unique façade—and the possibilities to do so continue to evolve.
Techniques such as two- and four-sided structural silicone glazing (SSG), for example, have
been around for decades—and continue to draw a
strong interest from architects. According to Joe
Marks, chief strategy officer with Architectural
Glass & Aluminum in Livermore, Calif., SSG
projects are even more popular now in some ways
when compared to years past.
“It’s a mature practice,” he says. “[SSG] may
not be a novelty, but it’s a part of their [architects] pallet.” He says he’s seen a shift toward
designing the external component of curtainwall
as a design feature rather than just a necessary
part of the glazing system. “A SSG curtainwall
becomes the canvas and the external expressed
components are the design feature,” he explains.
“Architects are not moving away; they are embracing it even more.”

Product Differences

Photo: Architectural Glass and Aluminum

Still, facades today are different than those of
30 years ago. Marks says some things to consider
when looking at the changes in façade designs are
the increase in both the complexity of the project
and the size of the glass panels.
“The typical glass size [early on] was around 35
square feet. Now it’s not unusual to see glass
The 535 Mission project in San Francisco features a
four-sided SSG façade installed by Architectural
Glass and Aluminum.
10
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that’s 50 square feet and above which increases
the load requirements of the silicone,” says
Marks. “The larger the glass the more silicone you
need and the architect needs to understand there
is a relationship to the site line of the silicone
joint and those larger spans of glass.” He adds
that suppliers are stepping up their products to
accommodate the increasing loads to accommodate larger lites.
Larry Carbary, an industry scientist with Dow
Corning based in Midland, Mich., says there’s a
shift in that products today are more robust when
compared to years past. Products are being
designed for higher windloads; there are also
more silicone gaskets and more unitized shop
applications compared to stick systems. And, he
stresses, there’s a greater appreciation of the quality control process.
“You have a lot more attention paid to quality
control,” says Carbary. “Within the specifications
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they are taking serious what has to be specified of
the installation contractors.”
Speaking of the system’s performance,
Carbary adds that when the sealant is placed
around all four sides, it provides a thermal, air
and water barrier and allows movement in glass
and aluminum. “We’ve seen very few callbacks
related to air, water and structural performance,” says Carbary.
While structural glazing may have started
with silicone, today there are other options
available for achieving a similar two- or foursided aesthetic. 3M, for example, offers acrylic
foam tapes, which can also be used in structural

For the California
Lottery Headquarters
a combination of
two-sided SSG captured horizontals and
additional expressed
elements define the
aesthetic intent.

continued on page 12

4 Decades in the Field Without Full-Scale Failure

L.A. Confidential
While structural silicone glazing has continued to thrive, it is not universally accepted.
Joe Marks, chief strategy officer with Architectural Glass & Aluminum in Livermore, Calif.,
says, for example, Los Angeles County is adverse to it.
“There’s a high concern for public safety and in the case of L.A. if you go back to the
1980s there have been incidences of building failure in one form or another (not related to
SSG) that were very public and there was a lot of public scrutiny,” he says. “As a result,
the county became very conservative.”
He’s quick to point out there has been no direct evidence of a specific problem or high
probability of SSG failure, “it’s just to them there’s still this [perspective] that it’s a newer
technology, when in fact it’s been around since the 1970s—that’s four decades or more in
the field without full-scale failure.”
He says it’s not that SSG projects or even others such as point-supported glass walls
have not been built in Los Angeles. “They have had variances … but it requires a lot of
due diligence, test reports, etc. [The county] wants a lab research report, etc. for all components that go into the application, so you have to be extremely diligent to make sure
everything going into the building has met approval through the building department.”
July/August 2014
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Structural Movement
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What precautions should be taken to ensure a safe and sound application?
Joe Marks, chief strategy officer with Architectural Glass & Aluminum in
Livermore, Calif., explains two likely causes for a failure. “One could be inadequate design of the size of the SSG joint, another could be the sealant’s incompatibility with materials being adhered,” he says. “The other might be a contaminate, whether onsite or in shop, that prevented the adhesion.”
And the fix for such a failure doesn’t come easy.
“It can be elaborate if there’s a failure throughout the building or one that
is characteristic of the project. Even, if it’s a small aspect of the project, it
will still be enough to raise red flags so that the entire installation is suspect,” says Marks. “The remedy is extensive and that means cutting the
glass out completely, cleaning and starting over on both the glass and metal
substrate to which you’re adhering. It’s very involved and very expensive.”
Suppliers, however, also take extreme cautions and measures to ensure a
quality procedure. Steve Austin, global technical service specialist, 3M™
VHB™ Tapes - Architectural Markets, says his company takes precautions to
control who uses the product and for what projects and restricts the sale of
its tapes to only approved applications.
“We have a strict approval process,” he explains. This includes a
review of drawings/design criteria. “We explain this to the customer and
then they send in the substrates for adhesion testing … we can’t predict
adhesion; you just have to do the test, which only takes three days for
acrylic foam tapes,” says Austin. “We then issue a test report to the customer that explains the results, etc.” He adds that before the contract
glazier begins the project they also undergo training with a 3M representative, who issues a standard operating procedure as a step-by-step guide;
this is followed with production audits to make sure the operators who are
working on it are the ones who were trained, etc. A warranty can be
issued upon completion.
Structural silicone suppliers follow similar procedures as well. Larry
Carbary, an industry scientist with Midland, Mich.-based Dow Corning, says
his company asks specifiers to include in their contract documents to the
contract glaziers submissions from the structural silicone supplier that
include the following criteria:
• Product data sheets;
• Blueprint review of the project so that the design can be confirmed as
meeting industry and project requirements;
• Adhesion test reports on actual surfaces that come in contact with the
structural silicone;
• Compatibility test report on accessory materials that come in contact with
the structural silicone; and
• Application and quality control instructions for the use of structural silicone.
“Dow Corning will then provide the services that allow the contract glazier
to fulfill his contractual obligations,” says Carbary, explaining that his company offers the application and quality control training, blueprint review service, adhesion testing and compatibility testing.
“Communication of these reviews and results will include application and
quality control instructions. If the contract glazier is unclear of any of this or
is uncomfortable in any way, Dow Corning will provide training on the application and quality control of structural silicone in person. Knowledgeable
service and support is critical to ensuring installers are comfortable
installing and quality controlling structural silicone applications.”
www.glassguides.com
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continued from page 11

No Room for Failures
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glazing applications. According to Steve Austin,
global technical service specialist, 3M™ VHB™
Tapes - Architectural Markets, the structural
glazing tape essentially replaces structural silicone to attach the glass panel.
“Structural glazing goes back to 1990 for 3M,”
says Austin. “It seems relatively new to some people in the U.S., but we have been doing this for
24 years now. Our first structural glazing project
in the U.S. was in 2006.”

“A lot of these curtainwall
installers who are savvy use
it on all of their projects …
they seal the glass on all
four sides to keep out
air and water.”
—Larry Carbary, Dow Corning

Questions, Concerns
Still, the applications are not without questions and even concern, in some cases. Marks
says something he has faced in working with
architects is a conflict of design intent verses
what can actually be done cost effectively.
“The architect might want a large opening
module done with one 75-square-foot insulating
glass unit. You have to look at how it will perform from a loading perspective, how it pencils
out from a cost perspective, find a fabricator who
can effectively make units that large, etc. … it’s
not always the most practical,” he explains.
“While architects may be pushing the envelope,
there are often constraints that bring them back
down a little bit. They have a vision, but sometimes there’s the reality of what can be done.”
Carbary adds it’s also important to keep in
mind attention to detail and quality control.
“One of my worries is the younger professional
will take [this] for granted. I hope quality control
never becomes lax. I remember 30 years ago people were afraid of [SSG]; it was a fear factor and
today nearly every major iconic high rise is specified with SSG.”
“It comes down to managing risk,” agrees
Austin. “The industry can’t afford to have a failure; no one wants panels falling off a building.”
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Acoustic Testing
for Windows & Doors
ASTM E90-STC & OITC, ASTM E596-NR
and additional tests

Architectural Glass and Aluminum installed the foursided SSG on terminal one at the San Francisco airport.

Looking Good
But how do these projects hold up and what
do these buildings look like after 30-plus years?
They still look good, experts agree. Marks points
out that’s a testimony to the industry.
Carbary points out that the first four-sided
SSG project was the SHG Inc. building built in
1971 in Detroit. He says it has held up well and is
still performing today.
Marks agrees, “If you look at the amount of
SSG square footage installed it’s remarkable. The
performance has been very good and it’s a
resilient product. If it’s cleaned and maintained
properly it will look as good [decades later] as it
did when it was installed.”

What’s Next?
Structural glazing applications have become
well established in many markets. But what’s
next? As architects continue to search for the next
big thing in facades, where will structural glazing
applications fit in? Marks says he sees a challenge
to keep designs cutting edge mixed with increasing code restrictions/parameters related to building loads and energy performance.
“… I think eventually we’ll see double cavity IG
and [triple glazing] becoming common to get thermal requirements down to where architects can
continue to design with glass [given increasingly]
stringent energy code restrictions,” says Marks.
Carbary adds, “The use for SSG is stronger
than ever because of its proven performance with
each passing natural event such as hurricanes,
earthquakes, rain events, extreme temperatures
and UV exposure. Structural silicone is the key to
performance for seismic-, impact-resistance and
blast mitigation. The continuous flexible rubber
anchor allows the glazing to remain in the opening after the event. This is critical for human safety during these events.”
July/August 2014
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Fast Throughput, Short Wait Times
Witness Your Test Being Performed
Quick Quotes, Friendly Prices
ISO/IEC 17025 Compliant

ets-lindgren.com/LabServices • info@ets-lindgren.com • 512.531.6400

Speaking of structural glazing tapes, Austin says
he’s also seen increasing opportunities for applications in which the products can be used. For
example, he says his company’s products have
grown to be used in hybrid stick-wall, storefront
and skylight/canopy applications when early on
they were most commonly used in unitized and
door/window applications.
“The industry has evolved and has seen the
value in its use in hybrid-stick wall systems,” he
continued on page 14
www.glassguides.com
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Structural
Movement
continued from page 13

The use of structural glazing applications has grown
over the years, and with its proven performance, can
be used in a range of applications, including ones
with hurricane and seismic requirements.

Glass Expo West™

March 19-20, 2015
Hotel Irvine Jamboree Center
Irvine, California
usglassmag.com/gew • #GEW15

2015

Plan now and save the date for this two-day
event with educational seminars,
a trade show floor of companies displaying
their latest products/services and
networking opportunities for anyone in the
architectural glass industry.

For Exhibiting information contact Tina Czar at tczar@glass.com or 540/602-3261
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says, explaining these jobs are still a stick wall
system, but the glass is bonded to the frame in
the shop and then sent to the job site and
installed with mechanical fasteners that lock the
frame into place.
Austin adds that these tapes have also provided
new opportunities for contract glaziers who might
not otherwise take on a structural glazing project.
“Glass shops can do these four-sided jobs
where they might not have entered the market
before. Because acrylic foam structural glazing
tapes are fully cured, the units can be moved
immediately after bonding. This allows glaziers to
do these types of jobs as they don’t need expensive silicone dispensing equipment nor large shop
space for curing glazed units.”
Looking at the growth and possibilities that
surround the future of structural glazing, Carbary
says, “There is always interest in newer developments, but nobody wants to be first. Our industry really resists new technologies.” He points out
that even after 40-plus years there are still some
design professionals who think of it as “so new
and unproven that they refuse to acknowledge
the history. There was actually one design professional who publicly declared that structural silicone was ‘Krazy Glue’ and refused to consider it.”
The challenge for the industry will be to continue to educate and inform architects and others
the benefits that these products can provide—
design flexibility and design freedom. And its performance is proven. AGG
Ellen Rogers is the editor of the Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal magazine. She can be
reached at erogers@glass.com or follow her on
Twitter @AGGmagazine and like AGG magazine on
Facebook to receive updates.
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Exceptional coatings demand exceptional applicators.

DURANAR® Fluoropolymer Coatings +
The PPG CAP CERTIFIED APPLICATORSM PROGRAM
Generations of architects have trusted Duranar coatings
to protect window frames, railings, curtain walls and other
aluminum end-uses. These exceptional coatings demand
exceptional applicators, which is why PPG has developed
the Certified Applicator Program (CAP). CAP members
deliver the highest levels of color consistency, product
quality, customer service and technical expertise.
These premier applicators work directly with PPG,
offering priority service on color samples, accelerated
delivery and access to the world’s largest color database.
To learn more about Duranar coatings or the PPG
Certified Applicator Program, please visit ppgideascapes.
com or call 1-888-PPG-IDEA.

PPG CAP Members
Architectural Window

Keymark Corporation

Tecnoglass S.A.

Rutherford, NJ
(201) 939-2200
architecturalwindow.com

Fonda, NY
(518) 853-3421

Barranquilla, Colombia
57-5-373-4000
tecnoglass.com

Astro Shapes
Struthers, OH
(330) 755-1414
astroshapes.com

Kawneer Co. Inc.
Bloomsburg, PA
(570) 784-8000
Cranberry Twp., PA
(724) 776-7000
Lethbridge, Canada
(403) 320-7755
Springdale, AR
(479) 756-2740
Visalia, CA
(559) 651-4000
kawneer.com

Duranar and PPG are registered trademarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. PPG IdeaScapes is a trademark of PPG Industries
Ohio, Inc. The PPG CAP Certified Applicator Program and design are servicemarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

Lakeland, FL
(863) 858-5500
keymarkcorp.com

Spectrum Metal
Finishing, Inc.
Youngstown, OH
(330) 758-8358
spectrummetal.com

Windsor Metal
Finishing, Inc.
Kissimmee, Florida
(407) 932-0008
1stchoicewindsor.com

YKK AP America Inc.
Austell, GA
(678) 838-6000
ykkap.com
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What’s the Difference?
Several Factors Come into Play in Energy Performance of Curtainwall vs. Window Wall

by Nick St. Denis

Photo: Wayne Gillman/Wausau Window and Wall Systems

Less aluminum often
means better thermal
performance and is a
typical advantage of
curtainwall.

i

ncreased stringency in energy codes has
prompted architects and builders to be much
more careful when specifying glazing systems for
their projects. Curtainwall and window wall systems are a customary part of that conversation.
Both systems can be adapted and improved in
many ways to allow them to meet varying degrees
of performance requirements, though there are
still significant factors that separate the two—starting with the glass-to-aluminum ratio.
“The less aluminum you have and the more
glass you have, the better the thermal performance,” says Tubelite architectural specification
manager Tom Minnon. “Right now, aluminum
takes away from the thermal performance. It’s getting better ... but with curtainwall, you’re using
less aluminum and more glass.”

He adds, “Looking at the total system’s U-factor, the window wall might not perform better
because of the percentage of glass to aluminum.”
According to the North American Fenestration
Standard, a curtainwall is defined as “a non-load
bearing exterior wall cladding that is hung to the
exterior of the building, usually spanning from
floor to floor.” A window wall, meanwhile, is “a
non-load-bearing fenestration system provided in
combination assemblies and composite units,
including transparent vision panels and/or
opaque glass or metal panels, which span from
the top of a floor slab to the underside of the
next highest floor slab.”
The way each system relates to the slab is
another key difference in their thermal performance potential.
“With a curtainwall, you have the spandrel
area where the curtainwall bypasses the slab,” says
Minnon. “You can put a lot of insulation in
there, between curtainwall and the slab edge.
With a window wall system, the challenge is,
‘How do you insulate slab exposed to outdoors?’
You’re probably not getting as much insulation.”
Though the slab can make a difference regarding options with insulation, a window wall system
can be made to model the outside appearance of
a curtainwall.
“Window wall systems can be designed to look
as much, or as little, like curtainwall as is aesthetically desirable, through creative detailing of slab
edge covers,” says Wausau Window and Wall
Systems’ vice president of technical services Steve
Fronek. “Units can be installed in any sequence,
and can meet the same high-performance requirements as curtainwall.
“Window wall systems can be located such
that the glass plane and edge of slab can be very
tight to lot line setbacks. Window wall systems
often are provided with integral operable vents,
for natural ventilation, egress, or ease of cleaning. Vents in the closed position can be
designed to be almost indistinguishable from
Nick St. Denis is an assistant editor for the
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal magazine. He
can be reached at nstdenis@glass.com.
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adjacent fixed lites.”
Adds Minnon regarding the vents, “We’re seeing more and more of that with the sustainability
movement.”
Minnon says another advantage a curtainwall
has compared to a window wall in terms of thermal performance is that a curtainwall can be
triple-glazed, while most window wall units can
only handle up to an inch of glass.

July/August 2014

However, he says that “you can come close
with double-glazing,” adding that most manufactures put a low-E coating on the interior side of
the glass, as well, to further improve its U-factor.
Given the ability to bolster a window wall unit
by those measures, Fronek concludes, “The differences between curtainwall and window wall are
more evident in sequencing and anchorage provisions than in performance.” AGG

The spandrel area
where the curtainwall bypasses the
slab allows for
added insulation.

www.glassguides.com
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Education and Resources

Look in the Book

NFRC-Easy

PPG’s new Architectural Metal Coatings Binder
features fully updated catalogs, product brochures
and data sheets for its entire roster of liquid coil,
powder extrusion and polyester coatings.
The binder also contains
PPG color guides, technical
documents, white papers
and case studies, along with
sourcing information for
PPG Cap Certified
Applicator Program group
participants and PPGapproved extrusion applicators and coil coaters.
According to the company, the new digital binder
is in line with its commitment to green building
and design and will complement PPG’s growing
array of online tools, which include a newly
enhanced searchable project gallery.
→ www.ppgideascapes.com

The National
Fenestration Rating
Council’s (NFRC) new
whiteboard is designed
to demonstrate the ease
of achieving fenestration
energy code compliance.
Intended to serve commercial building architects, building owners, builders and code officials,
the whiteboard introduces “Joe,” an animated
commercial window manufacturer who uses
NFRC’s commercial ratings program to overcome
the challenge of proving his products meet code,
according to the association.
The whiteboard also demonstrates the benefits
of NFRC’s label certificate and a webinar, also
available, provides a one-hour AIA Learning Unit.
→ www.nfrc.org

Color Me Educated
“Color Matters: the Relationship Between
Color and Pigments in Architectural Coatings,” a
new continuing education course offered by the
Valspar Corporation,
helps architects select
the correct pigments
for optimal form and
function in a project.
AAMA specifications and ASTM
performance test methods are also described to
foster a deeper understanding of the effect that
exposure has on pigments and color retention.
Registered members of the American Institute
of Architects (AIA) who successfully complete the
online course can earn 1.0 Learning Unit.
→ www.valsparinspireme.com

Pick with
a Click
With Linetec’s new
Select and Spec
online tool, architects
and design professionals
seeking finishes for architectural aluminum products may choose from a
palette of more than
30,000 colors and order
their painted aluminum
samples with just a click.
In the tool are eight color families with interactive “chips,” and by clicking on a chip, the
user can see a larger image and immediately
order up to five 3.5-by-2-inch samples. Each sample is labeled with an LT paint code for reference when specifying the finish for future architectural projects.
→ linetec.digi-dial.com AGG

What’s Your Fave?
Got a favorite resource for glass information? Is there a tool you use frequently for specifications and
technical information? What websites do you turn to again and again? We’d like to know! Let the Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal know what glass-related tools and resources you find most helpful. Just email
erogers@glass.com about the resources you need when it comes to glazing and we’ll share the information
right here in this section. We look forward to hearing from you!
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Continuing Education Corner

a

rchitects may have questions about features
and details of architectural steel systems used in
windows and curtainwalls, as well as acid-etched
glass in both interior and exterior applications.
Products and technologies have evolved, providing a number of opportunities for both aesthetics
and performance features and benefits.
Consider checking out these courses. They are
a great way to stay in the loop with all the relevant new concepts in the industry while also
earning the professional credits needed annually.
Course Title: Steel Curtain Wall Glazing
Systems – Limitless Design Possibilities
Provider: TGP Architectural
Learning Units: 1 AIA LU/1 HSW Credit
This curtainwall presentation focuses on steel
and why many innovative architectural designs
now favor the use of steel framing systems as
opposed to aluminum.
Participants will learn how architects are
using modern steel systems to achieve larger
spans of glass and minimal frame dimensions to
maximize the capture of natural light in their
designs.
The presentation will discuss the history of
curtainwall in building design, identifying the

advantages of steel in modern curtainwall systems
and the different types of systems.
It will also describe how steel curtainwall systems can be used to allow natural light into buildings while allowing design creativity, in addition
to explaining how steel curtainwall impacts LEED
certification.
→ www.tgpamerica.com
Course Title: Using and Specifying AcidEtched Glass or Mirror in Interior or Exterior
Glass Applications
Provider: Walker Glass
Learning Units: 1 AIA LU/1 HSW Credit
The purpose of this presentation is to provide
in-depth knowledge of acid-etched glass and mirror products. Current and detailed information
will be provided to help understand how performance and design objectives can be achieved
with this type of product.
Participants will learn about product characteristics, properties, specifications and constructability. The course also highlights environmental factors, the relevance of acid-etched glass and mirror
products to LEED and how they relate to North
American glass standards.
→ www.walkerglass.com

Make Plans Now for Architects’ Forum™ 2015
The Architects’ Forum™ is returning to Long Island. Set for April 23, 2015, the daylong educational
program will take place alongside Glass Expo Northeast at the Hyatt Regency Long Island at Wind Watch
Hotel in Hauppauge (Long Island), N.Y.
Sponsored by the Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal magazine, the event provides architects with an
opportunity to earn numerous continuing education credits, network with suppliers and peers and enjoy the
Glass Expo Northeast trade show.
To learn more, visit the event website at www.glassguides.com/forum. AGG
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It’ll change the way you look at neutral glass.
Introducing Solarban® 67 glass. A crisp, vibrant neutral glass that stands out from
the crowd. For a sample, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA or visit ppgideascapes.com/sb67.
Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

67
PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com

